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Do you ever recognize the publication Sting Of The Drone: A Novel By Richard A. Clarke Yeah, this is a
really appealing e-book to read. As we informed recently, reading is not kind of responsibility activity to do
when we have to obligate. Checking out need to be a routine, an excellent habit. By checking out Sting Of
The Drone: A Novel By Richard A. Clarke, you could open up the brand-new globe and also obtain the
power from the world. Everything could be acquired with guide Sting Of The Drone: A Novel By Richard A.
Clarke Well briefly, book is quite effective. As what we provide you here, this Sting Of The Drone: A Novel
By Richard A. Clarke is as one of reading publication for you.

From Booklist
Clarke has served in the White House so his expertise in counterterrorism brings a sense of reality to what
might have been just another technothriller showcasing the military and its high-tech weaponry. A drone is
utilized on a Kill Call and explodes over its target successfully. But a survivor demands justice and is able to
use his connections to put targets on the operators of the drones. Remote operators used to watching events
thousands of miles away are suddenly being picked off one by one. Clarke does a terrific job showcasing
how the drone program works and revealing something about the men and women behind the scenes who use
the machines. Readers who enjoy learning about technology but who don’t mind that the characters are
secondary will eat this up. Clarke’s name alone will guarantee some demand. --Jeff Ayers

Review

“Sting of the Drone explores a premise that members of the intelligence community have been kicking
around for years: What would happen if the targets on the receiving end of a killer drone decided to strike
back? As you read Sting of the Drone you get the sense that it isn't fiction at all. Clarke has written a classic
in the genre of what is known as insider fiction--a novel or, more often, a thriller inspired by real
episodes…Sting of the Drone stands above the rest…This is riveting reading.” ?The Washington Post

“What Tom Clancy did for submarines, Richard A. Clarke does for drones. Fascinating and frightening,
Sting of the Drone moves as fast as the new kind of warfare that it depicts, with authentic details that only
someone with the author's impressive insider credentials could know. This first-rate thriller…a cross between
a techno-thriller and a docu-thriller, ought to be required reading for anyone who wants to know the current
status of the battle against terrorism.” ?David Morrell

“Sting of the Drone is a jet-fueled race through a world where the sky itself can be your worst enemy.”
?Seattle Post-Intelligencer

“Insider knowledge of politics paired with amazing state-of-the-art technical details fuels this realistic
nonstop action thriller…[Clarke] has set the standard by which all such titles in this growing subgenre will
be measured.” ?Publishers Weekly (starred review)



“On rare occasions a thriller comes along that turns out to be prophecy: Sting of the Drone is one of them.
This rip-snorting thriller may be the best unclassified peek you will ever get on the new high-tech offensive
in the war against terrorism. A seminal, prophetic, troubling must-read.” ?Stephen Coonts

“Clarke does a terrific job showcasing how the drone program works and revealing something about the men
and women behind the scenes who use the machines.” ?Booklist

“This one smacks so much of reality you'll swear it's real. Written in a deft hand, by a man who knows what
he's talking about, the take-no-prisoners plot serves up a banquet of high drama, action, and adventure. A
great read.” ?Steve Berry

“It's rare a novel is written ahead of the headlines, but the plot of Sting of the Drone is just that book. If
you've wondered what it's like to be inside the U.S. Predator drone program, your wait is over. Prepare for
your hand to take hold of the joy stick, your heart to lodge firmly in your throat. Tom Clancy takes to the air.
Put this book on your radar.” ?Ridley Pearson

“Exciting and disturbing…There may be no better person to write this story than Clarke, who brings his deep
subject knowledge to the pages.” ?Kirkus Reviews

“Sting of the Drone is a riveting page-turner that goes deep into the complex world of those who hunt with,
and are hunted by, military drones. Rich with detail and informed by his expertise in national security,
Richard Clarke brings this hidden world to vivid life.” ?Jeff Abbott

About the Author

Richard A. Clarke served for thirty years in the United States Government, including an unprecedented ten
continuous years as a White House official, assisting three consecutive presidents. In the White House he
was Special Assistant to the President for Global Affairs, Special Advisor to the President for Cyberspace,
and National Coordinator for Security and Counter-terrorism. Prior to his White House years, he served as a
diplomat, including as Assistant Secretary of State, and held other positions in the State Department and the
Pentagon.

Since leaving government in 2003, Mr. Clarke has served as an on-air consultant for ABC News for ten
years, taught at Harvard's Kennedy School of Government for five years, managed a consulting firm, chaired
the Board of Governors of the Middle East Institute, and written six books, both fiction and nonfiction,
including the national number one bestseller Against All Enemies and Cyber War: The Next Threat to
National Security and What to Do About It.
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Book fans, when you require an extra book to read, find guide Sting Of The Drone: A Novel By Richard
A. Clarke below. Never ever fret not to find what you need. Is the Sting Of The Drone: A Novel By Richard
A. Clarke your needed book now? That's true; you are actually a good user. This is a perfect book Sting Of
The Drone: A Novel By Richard A. Clarke that comes from fantastic writer to show you. The book Sting Of
The Drone: A Novel By Richard A. Clarke offers the best experience and also lesson to take, not just take,
but also discover.

This book Sting Of The Drone: A Novel By Richard A. Clarke is anticipated to be one of the very best seller
publication that will certainly make you really feel pleased to acquire and review it for completed. As
recognized could common, every book will certainly have specific things that will make an individual
interested a lot. Even it originates from the writer, type, content, or even the publisher. However, many
individuals additionally take the book Sting Of The Drone: A Novel By Richard A. Clarke based upon the
theme as well as title that make them surprised in. and also below, this Sting Of The Drone: A Novel By
Richard A. Clarke is really advised for you due to the fact that it has intriguing title and also theme to read.

Are you truly a fan of this Sting Of The Drone: A Novel By Richard A. Clarke If that's so, why don't you
take this book now? Be the very first individual who like and also lead this book Sting Of The Drone: A
Novel By Richard A. Clarke, so you could get the factor as well as messages from this publication. Don't
bother to be perplexed where to obtain it. As the various other, we discuss the link to go to and also
download and install the soft documents ebook Sting Of The Drone: A Novel By Richard A. Clarke So, you
could not bring the published publication Sting Of The Drone: A Novel By Richard A. Clarke anywhere.
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Bestselling author Richard A. Clarke draws on his experience as National Coordinator for Security and
Counter-Terrorism to craft a true-to-life thriller about the men and women who protect America against all
enemies. . .at every imaginable cost.

"What Tom Clancy did for submarines, Richard A. Clarke does for drones."-David Morrell

In Washington, D.C., the Kill Committee gathers in the White House's Situation Room to pick the next
targets for the United States drone program. At an airbase just outside Las Vegas, a team of pilots, military
personnel, and intelligence officers follow through on the committee's orders, finding the men who have
been deemed a threat to national security and sentenced to death.

"Sting of the Drone is a jet-fueled race through a world where the sky itself can be your worst enemy."-
Seattle Post-Intelligencer

Meanwhile, on the other side of the world-in the mountains where the drones hunt their prey-someone has
decided to fight back. And not just against the unmanned planes that circle their skies, but against the
Americans at home who control them. . .

"Insider knowledge of politics paired with amazing state-of-the-art technical details fuel this realistic nonstop
action thriller."-Publishers Weekly (starred review)
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might have been just another technothriller showcasing the military and its high-tech weaponry. A drone is
utilized on a Kill Call and explodes over its target successfully. But a survivor demands justice and is able to
use his connections to put targets on the operators of the drones. Remote operators used to watching events
thousands of miles away are suddenly being picked off one by one. Clarke does a terrific job showcasing
how the drone program works and revealing something about the men and women behind the scenes who use
the machines. Readers who enjoy learning about technology but who don’t mind that the characters are
secondary will eat this up. Clarke’s name alone will guarantee some demand. --Jeff Ayers



Review

“Sting of the Drone explores a premise that members of the intelligence community have been kicking
around for years: What would happen if the targets on the receiving end of a killer drone decided to strike
back? As you read Sting of the Drone you get the sense that it isn't fiction at all. Clarke has written a classic
in the genre of what is known as insider fiction--a novel or, more often, a thriller inspired by real
episodes…Sting of the Drone stands above the rest…This is riveting reading.” ?The Washington Post

“What Tom Clancy did for submarines, Richard A. Clarke does for drones. Fascinating and frightening,
Sting of the Drone moves as fast as the new kind of warfare that it depicts, with authentic details that only
someone with the author's impressive insider credentials could know. This first-rate thriller…a cross between
a techno-thriller and a docu-thriller, ought to be required reading for anyone who wants to know the current
status of the battle against terrorism.” ?David Morrell

“Sting of the Drone is a jet-fueled race through a world where the sky itself can be your worst enemy.”
?Seattle Post-Intelligencer

“Insider knowledge of politics paired with amazing state-of-the-art technical details fuels this realistic
nonstop action thriller…[Clarke] has set the standard by which all such titles in this growing subgenre will
be measured.” ?Publishers Weekly (starred review)

“On rare occasions a thriller comes along that turns out to be prophecy: Sting of the Drone is one of them.
This rip-snorting thriller may be the best unclassified peek you will ever get on the new high-tech offensive
in the war against terrorism. A seminal, prophetic, troubling must-read.” ?Stephen Coonts

“Clarke does a terrific job showcasing how the drone program works and revealing something about the men
and women behind the scenes who use the machines.” ?Booklist

“This one smacks so much of reality you'll swear it's real. Written in a deft hand, by a man who knows what
he's talking about, the take-no-prisoners plot serves up a banquet of high drama, action, and adventure. A
great read.” ?Steve Berry

“It's rare a novel is written ahead of the headlines, but the plot of Sting of the Drone is just that book. If
you've wondered what it's like to be inside the U.S. Predator drone program, your wait is over. Prepare for
your hand to take hold of the joy stick, your heart to lodge firmly in your throat. Tom Clancy takes to the air.
Put this book on your radar.” ?Ridley Pearson

“Exciting and disturbing…There may be no better person to write this story than Clarke, who brings his deep
subject knowledge to the pages.” ?Kirkus Reviews

“Sting of the Drone is a riveting page-turner that goes deep into the complex world of those who hunt with,
and are hunted by, military drones. Rich with detail and informed by his expertise in national security,
Richard Clarke brings this hidden world to vivid life.” ?Jeff Abbott

About the Author

Richard A. Clarke served for thirty years in the United States Government, including an unprecedented ten
continuous years as a White House official, assisting three consecutive presidents. In the White House he
was Special Assistant to the President for Global Affairs, Special Advisor to the President for Cyberspace,
and National Coordinator for Security and Counter-terrorism. Prior to his White House years, he served as a



diplomat, including as Assistant Secretary of State, and held other positions in the State Department and the
Pentagon.

Since leaving government in 2003, Mr. Clarke has served as an on-air consultant for ABC News for ten
years, taught at Harvard's Kennedy School of Government for five years, managed a consulting firm, chaired
the Board of Governors of the Middle East Institute, and written six books, both fiction and nonfiction,
including the national number one bestseller Against All Enemies and Cyber War: The Next Threat to
National Security and What to Do About It.

Most helpful customer reviews

31 of 36 people found the following review helpful.
Interesting Ideas, Wooden Storytelling
By Kevin Joseph
Richard Clarke's Sting of the Drone is a fictionalized examination of the Obama Administration's use of
remotely-piloted aircraft (commonly referred to as drones) as our preferred way to eliminate potential
terrorists around the world. To Clarke's credit, he provides a fairly balanced look at the arguments in favor of
and against this program, letting the reader decide whether the global war on terrorism is an end that justifies
what amounts to targeted assassinations of those perceived to pose a threat to U.S. interests.

As is often the case in these types of novels, however, the characters, plot and setting seem to exist only as a
way to help frame the author's arguments and showcase insider knowledge. The choppy chapters, constantly
flitting between viewpoints of multiple characters, also prevent the novel from developing an effective flow
and make it difficult to form a bond with any of the protagonists.

So five stars for the ideas and fascinating insider details, two stars for the storytelling, resulting in a three-
star overall rating.

21 of 25 people found the following review helpful.
Decency is a more exhausting state than its opposite
By michael a. draper
Readers curious about the U.S. Predator program can get an insider's look with this dandy novel. The book
explodes with action as Clarke describes the leading pilots of the drones and the intelligence personnel who
run the program.

There has been such success with drone strikes that one of the Arab leaders calls a meeting. He is the leader
of the Qazzani Cartel who deal in heroin, weapons, gold and electronics. They also enjoy killing Americans.

They have a two fold plan which is to happen at Christmas time. On one hand bombs will go off in key
American cities, in the other, with the help of Ukrainian computer hackers, they will strike against the drone
pilots and destroy drones on the ground.

Clarke details the successes of the drone program but also conveys the bad publicity that sometimes occurs.
He also describes the meetings in Washington where suitable targets are chosen.

He demonstrates how friendly countries have benefited from the drones taking out terrorist who had planned
to take actions to destabilize the governments. This is so successful that the Cartel devises a way to set up a
drone strike that made it look like the US doesn't care about the innocent lives lost.



The leaders of the drone program also have to deal with politicians who have forgotten what happened on 9-
11 and want to curtail drone activity. Intelligence personnel object to this and feel that it's the best program
we have.

This action based novel shows good suspense as we follow the activities of the terrorists as they take actions
in the days prior to Christmas and we wonder how the terrorists can be identified and stopped.

11 of 12 people found the following review helpful.
Great premise from a talented author
By SarahSmith
I received an ARC from the publisher in exchange for an honest review.

First off I have to say this story had so much promise and I was very interested to read it. I have heard great
things about Richard A. Clarke, even though I have not yet read anything by him, and was very eager to read
one of his works. That said I can only give this 3 stars (2.5 if this was allowed). The idea of the story was
very interesting and relevant and hooked me from the excerpt, unfortunately the narrative style and the shear
number of characters introduced throughout the book had me losing interest. The narrative style did not
instill any connection to the characters or events for me. The amount of characters introduced throughout the
book was also problematic for me, it was hard to keep them all straight. I was about 1/3 of the way through
the book before I really started to feel like the story was grabbing me, but again with the narrative style and
the numerous characters it was hard to hold my interest.

The last few chapters were amazing though, and that's why I gave this book three stars. The ending was very
well done and thought provoking. The hairs on the back of my neck stood up with the possibilities of what
could/will/might happen. If you're already a fan of Richard A. Clarke you will most likely love this.
Unfortunately for me this was just not my cup of tea.

See all 190 customer reviews...
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